Simultaneous phenotyping and genotyping (FICTION-methodology) on paraffin sections and cytologic specimens: a comparison of 2 different protocols.
Combining immunofluorescence labeling with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is a powerful technique simultaneously studying immunophenotypic markers and genetic abnormalities present in tumor cells [the FICTION method (fluorescence immunophenotyping, and interphase cytogenetics as a tool for the investigation of neoplasms)]. However, few studies have been applied to the technical problems posed by antigen retrieval and accessibility of genetic probes to target-DNA, using formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue. In this study, we compared 2 immunofluorescence detection systems, the 3-step IF (TIF) method against the Tyramide Signal Amplification techniques (TSA). The FICTION-TSA technique significantly improved the sensitivity for detection of the immunophenotypic markers without influencing specific probe hybridization to target-DNA, compared with the results obtained with the TIF method. The reaction product of the TSA system was robust to the following FISH procedure in contrast to the TIF technique. The TSA technique used also allowed synchronous detection of nuclear antigens and FISH signals using both fusion (IgH/CCND1) and break-apart (CCND1) probes on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue.